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Dud integral equations involving H-Funotions have been solved by using the theory of Mellin transforms. The proof 
is malogous to that of Busbridge on solutions of dual integral equations involving Beasel funotions. 
Dual integral equations involving H-functisns havd been solved by Box1 and S a ~ e n a ~ - ~  by using 
the theory of fractional integrals and solutions have been expressed in terms of certain i n t e ~ a l  operators. 
In the present paper, we have shown that Titchmarsh's method4 will also work for the present problem 
and solutions are expressible in terms of definite integrals. 
Let us consider the pair of equations 
where u (x), (x) are two given functions and f (x) is to be determined and (x), and H(2) (5) are FOX 
H-functions defined , as i 
m 9, 
1 17 r ( b j - - P j ~ )  17 r(1 -aj+orj8j 
1 
P x8 as (3) * . 
ll r ( 1 - b j +  P j s )  17 I ' ( ~ j - a j s )  * i  
m+l n+ 1 
where i ( up, a, ) ! stands for the set of parameters ( al, a, ) ( a,, az ) . . . , ( a,, ap ), empty product is always 
interpreted as unity, O<m(,q,O<n<p,ai>Oi = 1 , 2  ,..., P j > O ( j =  1 ,2  ,..., p). TheconhurL 
is a straight line parallel to the 3maginary axis in the s = o + i t  pIane such that d l  the poles of 
, I ' (b j - -~ j s ) , - ( J I=1 ,2  ,..., m)lietotherightand those of r(1-ajf a j ~ ) , ( j = 1 , 2 , . . . , n  to the  ' 
left of it. The integral converges absolu@ly under certain conditions5. 
The asymptotic behaviours of H(1) (z), given by Braaksma6, are , . " .  
P1 
~ ( 1 )  ,(s) = 0 ( 1 41 ) for small x, 
. " .  
n I 
where 'f I " 
\ 
9 P 
ZPj - zg.=7$0 and p l ' ; ; . : m i n R ( b j l P j ) , ( j = 1 a 2 , ' . g * s ~ ~  -- 1. 
I J .  
I 
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HI1) (z)  = 0 ( 1 a [Pa ) for large x, 
where 
n a 9 P 
7 > 0 , a = 2 a r i f z P j - z  Pj-Z a j > O , I a r g c I < + a ~  
1 1 m+l n+l  
and 
A similar definition is assumed, for H(2) (x) in which the parameters with dashes i.e., m', nt, #, qt, ati. b;, 
u ,  , T a p ,  p are taken corresponding to the parameters without dashes involved i n g ( l )  (x). 
We assume that equations (1) and (2) have a solution f (x), whose Mellin transform B(s) is regular 
for v < Q and uniform in any interior strip so that 
~ ( s ) = o ( ~ t ~ ~ C ~ - Q ) f ~  ) (4) 
It follows from this that by a suitable choice, of r that if o < R ( Q - f ) , then P ( k + it ). 
e L 2 ( -  a, a ) ,  
and therefore 
k-8 
x f ( X ) € L 2 ( 0 ,  a ) .  
Now, we gee that if 
max R[(ai-1)/ai+t,(a>-l)/a;+$]<k<min~[Q-+,bi/&+ha'~/~(,++] - K - t  
(say) 1 <i en, l& j 4 n1 l < i < m , l < j < m t  - . \  - % 
T >0, T' >O, a >O, a' 0, 
k-4 -k+4 
then 2. f (x), ;)+* ( XY ) and x , H(2) ( x ZJ ) belong to V ( 0, m ) 
We therefore apply Parseval's theorem4 for functions of L2 to the left-hand side.of (I), and get 
As a > 0, the integral is absolutely convergent and dehes  an analytic fun&ion5 of x for all values of h Let 
us take k=N-4. Multiplying (5) by zW. where w=u+iv and o > u, and integrating over (0, l)  and then 
inverting the order of integration, which is justified by absolute convergence, we have 
where U (s) is the Mellin transfom of the function u (1;). ' 
Equation (2) a n  be reduced in the same way and put in a form similar to (B), thus 
N-f + i m  m' n' 1 





P (s) - - S-w V ( l - - w )  (7) 
N-4-h f l r t l -b j ' -~ j '++BJ$)ITr (a j '+cc j ' -a f ' s )  
a' -+ 1 n' + 1 
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where V(s) is the Mellin transfoim of a (s). 
Let us write 
The use of the above transformation would be dear, after a few lines. x ( 6 )  is regular and uniform in any 
na' C 
interior strip for. a < R(Q) and is equal t,o 0 exp ( - 4 v n  1 t I )I t ( ), where v = Z' pj' > 0 and = W. 
m' 1 
[ ( T -  v ) u + IJ + Z bjt - 3 m' - Q J + r , uniformly in anJ- interior Strip. then the eqwtione (6) 
1 
and (7) become 
( . < N - 4 )  
and 
N - i f  im n' 
n r ( 1 - aj' - 9' + 9's ) ( 8 )  
1 as 
--- 
-P' 8 - W  - V(1--w) (10) 
17 r (1-6j'-pj' + pj's) 17 r (a; + 3 : - 3 ' s )  N - h i m  m,+l n'+1 
- 7.' 
( v > N - & )  
Now let I 
where i=1, ..., n , j = l ,  ..., %',k = m + l ,  ..., q , a n d l e t c < u < N - 4  
p (9). Sinoe the intigrand in (9) is regulfir in the strip a < a < N except for a simple pole at s = w, and 
- & a n ~ t  1 -A-l+r P 9 
, since it ir: 0 ( e I t  1 ), wherea>OandA =-2 R ( Z a j - Z b j - ( p - y ) / 2 + ( Q - 1 ) ~ ) ,  
1 1 
we may move the line of integration to u = c, and obtain 
~+i@ rn n 
n r ( b j  + P j -  P j s ) n r (  1 - a j - 9  + 9 s )  x (8)  
.q --.-- * 1 - 1 as 2ni P P ' mf 8 - w  
c-im 17 r ( l - b j - & + @ j s )  17 r ( a j  + U ~ - U . ~ S )  I.? r ( b j t  + pj's) 
m+l w-1 1 
The L.H.S. of (11) is a regular function of w for u > c and so also is the R.H.S. When we multiply the 






& , p i  ( i = l ,  ..., m )  = w , p i '  ( ; = I ,  ..., m * ; m = m ' )  
a,,& ( i = n + l ,  ..., p )  =&', a* ( i = n t + l ,  ..., p ' ; n - p = r s * - p * )  
or 
e , ~  ( k = % + l ,  ..., p)=&, ( ( = I ,  ..., m ; p - n = p n )  
and 
which is regular for pa > A, therefore for u > c, we see that the coefficient of x in the aforesaid prodt~ct 
reduces to the integrand in (10). This is the use of the transformation stated in (8) above. 
Now integrating the product of (12) and the R.H.S. of (11) round a large rectangle to the right of 
u = o', we get 
with z < c', provided that the integrand is of suitable order a t  infinity. To prove this we 'use the lemma 
given by Busbridge7 and following the notation therefore we tske 
na ?& 
n r ( b j + P j - / 3 j w ) n r ( l - a j - q + q w )  
1 1 
Q (4 = X (4 q -- m4 P (14) 
nr( l -bj -~j++jw)nr(aj+q-aj~)nr(bj)+~J)-pj)~)  
1 m+1 n+l 
so that 
Taking p = y - s , where y min ( A, 1  ) and applying the lemma, we see that the produot of (12) m d  
the R.H.8. of (11) is less than 
, u -8 Y + E + ~  (B-1112 
A M  l u - o l  i v l  ( d + v 8 )  ( O < s ' < y - - s )  
where A depends on z and S , 
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* . & .  
.*i& , n* P d n 
B = R [ i ( q - q ' + n ' - n ) - X a j ' - Z b f +  Z b j + Z + ] ,  (15) 
1 m+l m'+l 1 
and 
n' P 9' n 
= c o r j ' + X 1 3 f - Z h ' - ~ a f = ~  1 
m + l  m'+l 1 
(MY). 
Integrating the above function round the rectangle whose corners are the points c'-iT, T- iT,  T+  dT 
and cr +iT ( T > I y I ), we see that, for M < 1, B < 1, 
-y+c+B 
are all of 0 ( T  ) and tend to zero aa T +  o, provided max (B, 0) < y. 
Now let us consider (10) when N - 4 < u < c'. This can also be transformed in a manner similar to 
that of (9). Since the integrand in (10) is regular for < o < N except for a simple pole at  s = w and 
- + n a l \ t  l - 8 ' - 1  P' 4' 
it  is 0 ( e I t 1  ) ,  where a ' > o a n d p t = R  [ T ' ( Y - ) +  27 a , -  X  b j - (p f -q i ) /2 -  
1 1 
- T 1) + Q ] - 6 ,  therefore by moving the line of ihtegration to a = o', we obtain 
c'+i a0 tn' 
n r ( ~ - a g ' - - ~ ' + ~ ' s )  X ( ~ )  - \ &I, . 9' 1 P' 8-W:, d8 
n r ( 1 - q ' - & ' + p j ' s )  n r ( q + q * - - q * ~ )  
0'-ioo m'+l n8+l 
n8 
17 r ( 1 - a j - u j t + a j ' w )  
= - v ( l - 2 d ) - x ( w )  - 1 - 
- r : q': P' (16) 
nr( i -b i ) -13j '+  & ' w )  n r ( q ' + a i / - t c f ' ~ )  
mO+ 1 n'+l 
Substituting from (16) into (13), we obtain x (w), which on using (8) gives 
o'+ is, 'n' 9 
nr( l -~ j ' -a j '+~~~)nr( l -&-p~+ p j s )  
1 m+l  
- V ( l - w ) +  9' 
nr(1-aj -q+oys)17r(1-bj ' -@~+pj ' s )  
0'4 w 1 m'+ 1 
whenoe the Mellin inversion formula gives the solution. 
T H E O R E M  1 
If (i) v, T', a, a' > 0, (6) M < l2 (iii) 4 = Q [eqd eithex (jv) q a x  (B ,  0) < 
DEW. 861. J& #&a 24, J&W@d'P s'97~ 
I 
tbr . = ( Vi, p i  ) 
= 1, ...,in) ( i =  1, ...,nit, ma=#)  >, 
( 0; ai ) = ( ari, a'; ) 
- ( ; = a  f 1 ,  . . . , p )  ( i = n ' +  1 ,  ..., p t , n - - p , = n l - p ' ) .  
t 
n' 9 n 
" 1  
or(iv)'m&x(&, 0) < y ~ h e r e @ ~ = R [ ~ ( p l - p + ~ - p ~ ~ - ~ . ~ ~ j ' - ~  b j + z  a j+  z b ?  1 
1 m f l  L m'+l 
\ (9)' ( ai, oci ) = 4 bi, pi ) 
( i=n+f , .  . .. p) (i-1, ..., m , p - n  = m) 
<a>, a j = ( bj', Pj' (i=n'+ 1, . . . g') ( i= l , .  . . , m', p' - n'=ml,) 
then the solution of (1) and (2) is given by 
o+i-  
--w 
f (x) = -- I J P ((0) x dw, 2.n-i (18) 
c-i 00 
where P (w) is given by (17) a n d p  is determined by 
A < c < N - 4 .  
A Special Case v (x) = Q 
When v (3) = 0 the solution obtained is more general than given in the above, the restrictions (a) and 
(v') of theorem 1 &re no'tnecessary in this case. The problem is exactly similar to that considered by 
Busbridge7 and her method of proof is fairly applicable. - 4, 
flaking v (x) = 0 in (2), 
rn n' ' + 
Il r ( b j+&- -  p j s ) n  r ( I - ~ j ~ - a l , i l + ~ % ) '  a 
1 1 5 (8) = ' - P  P (8) (19) 
R I' (1-bj'-pj'+pjrs)17 I'(ai)+aj-ajs) 
m'+ 1 n+ 1 
and N'=min R (Q, bi/& + 1, bj'lpj. + I, a'&'t + 1 ), ( I 4 i < G, 1 4 J' <h', $+l< k Gp' ), 
(1) and (2) transform into 
I?'-)+$ w 9' 
nr (1-a , -a j+a j s )17  I ' ( l-Vj-flF+pj 's)  
1 mf+ 1  as A-1. 9 ta' . - r; (8) S---W =U(l-u!)  
I7 r ( 1 - bg - pj+ pjs ) 17 r ( 1 - ajJ -- aj'+ajls ) 
N'-+i w m+ 1 1 
( u < N ' - g )  (20) 
and 
Nf- { -+ :0o  +,,# P 
n r ( bj' +&'-pj's ) 17 r ( a j f  a j - 9 s )  
1 n+ 1 &s 
-. 1 5 (8)  S--JUI = 6 2d P' m  (21) 17 l'(aj'+.j'-aj's) 17 r(bj+pj- pjs ) 
N'-g-9, n'+l 1 
(zc>N1--*). 
max 
Setting A' = 1 < i < n, oi -- 1 * 9' - 1 
l < j ~ n  (-  ai + 1 , 7  9 + l ) < c < ~ ' - +  < 1 <  iv and 




cff im 4 n' 
n r ( l-bj-pj+ flj w ) II r ( 1-aj'-aj'+ajf w ) 
) 1 u (l-to)-[ (w) zc = 0 ,  (22) 
4' 
c n r ( 1-a,--aj,+q w ) R r ( 1-b>--&'+/?j'w ) 
c'-im 1 m'f 1 
1 - 
J 
valid for x < c' , ,M c', 1 , L = 0 and max (B,, 0) < y, where B, = B+# ( m' - m ) . 
Ni~w I& u$ consider (21) when N'-+ < as C'. We deduce in a similar mannet as i s  the ease of 
equation (9), 
The L.H.S. of this e-quation is regular for u < c', hence so is the R.H.S. For T = T', 
P ' P 
where a' 3 0 and A' = R ( C aj' - X bj' - T' - + ( p1 - q' ) + QT' ) on the line o = c' . 
1 1 
Multiplying +J (w) by inverse of the coefficient of 5 (w) and using Busbridge's lemma7 with 
= y' - c , where y' = min ( A' , 1 ), we s&e that 
I I 
where u < x, (A depending upon 2 and S ), ,O < S < yl- e, 
m' B'j p, aj  p' -a'j m -flj 
MI =nB>17 aj I I a )  n pj ~1 
1 n+l  n'+l 1 
1 P' m rn! I) 
B, = R[&(p-p'+lz'-n+m'--rn) + E aj' + B b j - C b j ' - B a f ]  
n'+ 1 1 1 n+ 1 
and 
Taking s > c and integra$ing the above function mund the rextangle whose comers are the poht 
a - iT, c + iT, - T + iT, - T - iT ( T > I y I ), we see that 
% 
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. \ I 
- ( ~ ~ 8 )  
are all 0 ( T ), and therefore, for max (B,,O) < y, 
-#.a I e 1 2, 
Let o < x < c'. Since 5 (w) is regular for A' < u < N' and is 0 ( e I v I ), where a > 0 and 
We may move the line of integration in (24) ti u=cl and get 
, Substituting from (25) into (22) we have 
c8+im q N' 
l7 r ( l-bj-)3j+)3j w ) n 1 r ( 14;-.jl+a>w ) dw U(1-w) - 
Q' w-z (26) 
l7 r ( l--aj+.j( w ) l7 r ( l--bj---/3'j+)3~w ) ( ~ < d )  
0'-400 1 m'+ 1 
- *-\ 
and then the value of P(w) is determined from (19) and the solution f (x) can be obtained by using Mellin' 
inversion formula. 
If (i) r = r1>O, a>O, d>O, (id) M' < 1? (id;) Ll = 0 and (h) DUX ( B2, Bay 0 ) < y, then 




~ ~ k + ~  ns --. m' = 1, la = p = n' =p '  = 0, q = q' = 2, 
ai = = 0, bt1 = vl2 + a/2, b2 = - v/2 + ./2, b; = ~ 1 %  = - v/2 
-(a+l). a l l 2  112 
ai = = =Bpi - 1, u (x) = 2 x g ( X  ), V(x)=o 
. and f ( 2 2/2 ) / 2 1/35 for f ( x ) and using the relation r 
We see, after a change of variable, that the equations (1) and (2) reduce to the dual integrd equations 
considered by Titohmarsh*. The solution presented by equations (19) and (26) with an application of 
Mallin's inversion formula reduces to the solution given by Busbridge' (equations (1.3) and (1.4)) 
E X A M P L E S  
P v 
Let u (x) = z and V ( x ) = x . 
-, PATEAS r On Certain Dual fntagration 
and (17) gives 
9' P' 
n r ( 1 - b j ' - p j ' + p { w )  I7 P ( a J ' + a j ' - ~ ' w )  
%'+ L nf+l 
1 
r ( v - w )  
P (w )  = - -. ?h f m# r ' ( i + ~ - w )  
n r ( l - ~ l - q l + a , . ' ~ )  I7 r ( b , . ' + I S j ' - p ; w )  
1 1 
Therefore, under the awumptions of thelorem 1, solution is given by 
where 
p' - fit qf - mt b'ml+ 1, ( )Btm + 1, ), . . ., ( b'ql, 86' ), {(b',., p'm', )) Hz ( x )  = H 
!?I? P' a1n.+i, ak*+i ) ,. . ., ( a'p*, atp ), {(atn#)) 
and 
Ha (3) = H1 !I-+*' { a'n8, alnl)?, ( &+I, fl m+l 1 3. ., (bq, Pq 1, ( p ,  1) q-m+nP+ 1, 9'--mt+n+ 1 ( P-1, 1 ( vm'+l, B'mt+ 1 1. . . Y (b'q', B'9' 1, { (h, cc* )) 
Also, with the =me values of u (z) and v (a) , theorem 2 gives the solution 
- 
f (2 )  = 1 ( Y X ) - ~  H 4 ( ~ - 1 Z - t )  ( Y )  d ~ i  
0 \ 
where 
p-n, 9'-mp ( b'm'+l, P'm#+ 1 ), . . , ( b'q*, P'q8 1s ( ( bm, Pm )) 
a4 (5 )  = 4'-ml+m,p-n+n8 (an+l ,  an+i ), ..., ( a p ,  ap ), {(a 'n '  a'n')) 
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